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FOREWORD

The work reported here has evolved from a need to establish flotation

requirements for several proposed systems and numerous flotation capability

studies for existing aircraft in support of the ASD mission.

This report was submitted by the authors in May 1968.

This technical report is published for use, within the ASD environment, as

a standard method in evaluating aircraft ground flotation capabilities of present

and proposed air-vehicle designs operating from unsurfaced soil airfields.

Publication of this report does not constitute Air Force approval of the

report's findings or conclusions. It is published only for the exchange and

stimulation of ideas.

WILLIAM A. HAMILTON
Chief, Launching & Alighting Division
Directorate of Airframe Subsystems
Engineering
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ABSTRACT

T'his report presents a theoretical method of evaluating aircraft landing

gear ground flotation characteristics on unsurfaced soil airfields. Equations

developed in AFFDL-TR-66-43, Part I, Aircraft Ground Flotation Investigation,

form the basis for the method used in this report.

It contains a list of definitions of terms used in regard to ground flotation

within ASD and presents a method of evaluating the ground flotation character-

istics and capabilities of aircraft to operate from unsurfaced soil airfields. The

method presented is relatively straightforward and is applicable to most

aircraft having conventional landing gear configurations. A sample calculation

is also presented.

(Distribution of this abstract is unlimited.)
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SYMBOLS

A Single tire contact area (square inches)

AP Aircraft passes

B Lateral distance between centerlines of the most Inboard and most
outboard tires of one main landing gear assembly (inches)

b Tire deflection (percent)

C Coverage

CBR California BearIng Ratio (percent)

CBR1 CBR required for one coverage

CP Contact pressure - not inflation pressure (pounds per square inch)

D Lateral distance between the centerlines of the most outboard tires of
the nose landing gear assembly (inches)

DWL Dynamic wheel loads (kips)

DF Wheel flange diameter (inches) (bead dia. +2 tihles flange height)

Do Tire outside diameter-nominal for new tires (inches)

d Tire radial deflection (inches)

E Lateral distance between centerlineE of the left and right main landing
gear assemblies (inches)

ESWL Equivalent single wheel load (kips)

F Forward to aft distance between the centerlines of the main and nose
landing gear assemblies (inches)

GW Gross weight of aircraft (pounds)

tl Aircraft passes correction factor due to main landing gear spacing

J Height of CG (at gross weight under consideration)

K Aircra'. passes correction factor due to relative spacing of main and
nose I, nding gear assemblies

L Distr ;ce maximum forward CG (at gross weight under consideration)
is af, of nose landing gear centerline (inches)

M , 14Wance maximum aft CG (at gross weight under consideration) is
forward of main landing gear -.-terline (inches)

vt
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SYMBOLS (CONTD)

N Number of tires of a landing gear assembly

P Passes

P/C Passes per coverage ratio

R Tire contact area radius (inches) R - .564 -4

SWL Single wheel load (kips)

W Width of single tire contact area (inches) W .875

w Tire section width - nominal for new tires (inches)

Subscript Symbols

M Main landing gear factor

N Nose landing gear factor

vii
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Hlie anhiting gt•ar i4NmNm bly loud us4d for alktl it 1 (lotallt l 01m10a1110111 4nl1 ll
be that mtalit lond whhuh roitu1It from th0 111 pt•,Iod AIrcl'-f jgo•)n witliKIh
condition.l

California Bearing lHatlo (Clilt)

A meamure of the bearing capac)ity of moil, T'he C'l111 of it moil Im oxprotlMe
in terms of a percentage of the beAringcapa•uity of a standard orushtid lilwmstontl
surface, Details of test procedures used to determine the (lilt of it soil arm
contained in MIL-STD-';21.

Coverage (C)

This term when applied to a point means one movemunt of the wheel over
that point. Coverage of an area is defined as the covering of every point in the
area.

Equivalent Single Wheel Load (ESW L)

The theoretical load which, if acting on a single tire, with a contact area
equal to that of one tire of the assembly, will produce the same effect on the
airfield as the multiple wheel assembly.

Pass or Aircraft Pass (P) or (AP)

A movement or passage of the aircraft past a given lateral station.

Single Wheel Load (SWL)

The calculated load on each tire of a landing gear assembly. It is computed
by dividing the assembly load by the number of tires on the assembly.

Tire Contact Area (A)

The calculated area of the tire footprint which is in contact with the airfield
surface.

viii
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fluno t 110•am' a t n ott , for atirt•r• g rt blar•thn I ll|th voiI v litmialh, titiiifh Unirt

laeawl ca (CTOI. %)I 4 rhort filid h ikeotff itnt iantling (St.)itkudo oil aoiiurfawtid

s4o1l1, (;round fotitmon vorformlalnln Im u)qrttnm4tb in tornim of Uio numbl r of

Ol)tirutliohm that could Ie parfornott on at hauvy tlaty a•oil prior to tforration of

parmanent rutting to a depth of about Uireo inhehs h ITho mothod allows otlwidera-

tion of ,•tngle wheel Woidt in the range of 5000 to 76,000 pounds and tire contact

pressuris in the range of 20 to 300 pounds per square inch.

This report, when specified, supersedes the Theater of Operations airfield

ground flotation evaluation procedures contained in AFSCM 80-1, Handbook of

Instructions for Aircraft Desicn.

The general procedure for evaluation of landing gear flotation for operation

from unsurfaced soils consists of computation of the number of passes that the

aircraft should be able to perform on a speclfie-. strength airfield prior t,Ž

attainment of a defined fi'ilure condition. The number of passes predicted is then

compared with the required number of passes to determine if the landing gear

is acceptable. Due to the many variables involved, it is essential that a standard

calculation procedure be used.
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I hII' lollowing tuA' boounstioo, duiopl*1 • a in ititel rnin wAnthirtl zn'ntwod ud

D un~~ 010d• l).1V1111, 1h tillbl -oaf S1 IIh nunvblr ofAt ll, Ss lr I.)l
Nsin landing (tear WAhoeIs - A natlyiue thilt air.raft al tU10 sptevifietd gross

wetightl vonditlonl lind 11hv Imlomt criticdl oenter of gravity JMSMlton (111s011t eritioal

fotr ground floiit tou), kusing Figurt it' alo titittiv rmint tilt, IndividualI landing goar

ANNOMbly ItoAkIN, 1)!Vtvtlt U10~ 1IM4inily load by the nunibur of ti rv. por assunmbly
tu o tuirminti tho singlu whool loAd,

Nose l~anding Guar Who"ls - Analyto the aircraft at the npocifiod gross

weight condition and the most vrit1L'al center of gravity position (miost critical

for overall aircraft grx)und flotation) tW determine the dynamic load on the nose

landing gear assembly due to braking at a deceleration rate ol 10 feet/second/

second, The pr-cedure outlined in Figure lb will be used, The assembly load

is divided by the number of tires on the assembly to determine the single wheel

load.

Tire Inflation Pressure

The tire inflation pressure used for groui)d flotation analysis should be the

pressure required tu support the most severe loading condition without ex-

ceeding the specified tire deflection limitsq. Therefore, in the following ground

flotation analysis, loads resulting from a maximum forward center of gravity

(CG) position will be used in nose landing gear tire inflation pressure calcula-

tions and, accordingly, the main landing gear tire inflation pressures will be

based on main landing gear loads resulting from an aft CG position.

The following calculations should be m.- for both the main and nose gear

assemblies.

2



.)eto'n-rination of liro Contact Area (A)

Tire contact area mhall be determined by use of the following relations:

A = 2.36d i(0o-d)(w-d) and

b(D -DF

d 0 F
200

where A 'Tire contact area

d 'Tire radial deflection in inches

1) = l'ire outside diameter in inches

w Tire section width in inches

b Tire deflection under consideration in per cent

DF Wheel flange diameter in inches

Tire Contact Pressure (CP)

'Fire contact pressure is determined by dividing the single wheel load by

the calculated contact area.

Equivalent Single Wheel Load (ESWL)

Figure 2 is uped to determine the equivalent single wheel load. Determine

the center to center spacing in radii by dividing the actual tire spacing by the

radius of a circle of area equal to the single tire contact area. Increase the

single wheel load for each adjacent wheel by the percentage indicated by Figure 2

to determine the equivalent single wheel load. This adjacent wheel may be

"adjacent" by virtue of either a twin or tandem wheel arrangement. In either

case, if it is more than 5 1/2 single tire contact area radii from the wheel under

consideration, it will not be considered in determininig the equivalent single

wheel load. Note that in the case of a landing gear with a single isolated wheel,

the equivalent single wheel load is equal to the single wheel load.

Coverages (C)

Enter Figure 3 with the equivalent single wheel load And tire contact

pressure of the assembly in question to determine a value of C 13i1 The

3
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number of coverages to failure of the airfield is then determined by the following

relation:

Coveroges ( B 6
C BR 1

Where CBR is the strength of the airfield under consideration.

(Figure 4 can be used to simplify this calculation.)

Passes Per Covera Ratio (P/C)

Use the procedures of Figure 5 to determine the passes per coverage for

the assembly under consideration.

Passes (P)

Multiply the number of coverages by the passes per coverage ratio to

determine the number of passes that the assembly can accomplish prior to

failure of the airfield.

Aircraft Passes (AP)

Use the procedures of Figure 6 to determine the number of passes of the

aircraft that can be accomplished prior to failure of the airfield.

4
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SECTION III

SAMPLE CALCULATIONS

EXAMPLE SITUATION

How many pI'-o"s can an aircraft weighing 60,000 pounds and configured as
below make on an unprepared airfield with CBR of 4 without failure of the

surface provided the tires are allowed to operate 50% deflected.

Nose Tires- 9.50-IG Type III Main Tires - 12.50-16 Type III

D0 =33.4 Do 38.5'

D 18.0" DF = 18.5"

b = 50% b 50%

w 9.7" w : 12,75"

24 "(B)-

4 FWD AFTS~CG CG
IS8"(D) + 140"(E )

275 "(F)

FORWARD C ZI

! 1[xm105 o(rJ)

Example Configuration

5
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a. Single Wheel Load Calculation (SWL) - Reference Figure 1

Main Wheel s: Nose Wheels

M GW x (F- M GWx (F-U + IOx GW x J

SWLM Fx NM N F x N 322 x F x NN

- 60,000 (275-55) - 60,000 (275-200)+ 10 x 60,OOOx 105
275 x 4 275 x 2 3 2 . 2 x 275x 2

- 12,000 Ibs = 8,180 + 3,550

= 11, 730 lbs

b. Single Tire Contact Area (A)

Main Wheels: Nose Wheels:

b (D -D F b (D -D E

200 200

50 (38.5-18.5) 50 (33.4-18)

200 200

- 5.0" deflection 3.85" deflection

A = 2.36d.-(Do-d)(w-d) A = 2.36d,/(D*-d)(w-d)

= 2.36 x 5./(38.5-5)(12.75-5) = 2.36x 3.85./ (33.4-A,85)(9.7-3.85)

= 190 sq In = 119.5 sq in

c. Contact Pressure Calculation (CP)

Main Wheels; Nose Wheels:

SWLM SWLNP •-PN N

"M A N AN

=12,000 =11,730

190 119.5

63 psi 98.1psi

6
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d. Equivalent Single Wheel Load Calculations (ESWL) - Reference Figure 2

Main Wheel s: Nose Wheels:

Single tire contact area Single tire contact area
radius - radius -

RM = .564 /A RN =. 564JI

= .564 .'190 = .564./i19

7.78 inches = 6.17 inches

B 24 D = 18
B:3.08 radii D - : 2.92 radii

RM 7.8 RN 6.17

ESWLM SWLM + (Fig 2 Factor) ESWLN = SWLN + (Fig 2 Factor)

= 12,000 +53% = 11,730 +59%

= 18,350 lbs = 18,650 lbs

e. Coverages Calculations (C) - Reference Figures 3 and 4

Main Wheels: Nose Wheels

From Fig 3 with From Fig 3 with

ESWIM = 18,350 lbs ESWLN 18,650 Ibs

P = 63 psi P 98 psi

Obtain CBRI = 2.4 Obtain CBR =3.7
!I

/ (CBR 6 : (CBRI
M kCBR CN CBR/

(i4)63.

(I.67P. (M.OO,
21 coverages - 1.6 coverages

7
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f. Passes per Coverage Ratio Calculations (P/C) - Reference Figure 5

Moin Wheels: Nose Wheels:

P BC 80+W D + 80 +WNiP/C = P/C=
M.75 NMWM .75 NN WN

24 + 80 + .874/'19-0 18 + 80 + .874 /ITT

.75 x 2 x .874./190 .75 x 2 x .874-A 19

116.0 107
18.2 14.3

6.4 P/C 7.5 P/C

g. Passes Calculation (P)

Moin Wheels: NOSE Wheels:

P :21 x 6.4: 134 posses P : 1.6 x 7.5 = 12 posses
M N

Aircraft Passes Calculations (AP) - Reference Figure 6

x : E-W -B y - E-W -W -8 - DMM N
140- 12.75-24 2

"x103 140-12.751- 9.7- 24- 18
2

from Fig 6 (B)

H =80
38

from Fig 6 (C)

K = 38

8
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h. Aircraft Passes Calculations (All) (Continued)

Main Wheels: Nose Wheels:

8 0 PM PN 8 0 PM PN

M SOP +(80-H)P +(80-K)P M 80P 4(80-H)P + (80-K)P
N N M M N Nh

80 x 134 x 12 80 x 134 x 12
(80x 12)4- (80-80)12 +(8O-38)134 (80xl34)+(80-8O) 12+(80-38) 12

128,640 128,640

960+-0 + 5628 10,720 + 0 + 504

128,640 128,640

6,588 11 ,224

- 19.5 aircraft passes 11.5 aircraft posses

SOLUTION

Comparing the calculated values of APM and APN, paragraph h, it is

indicated that the aircraft in question could make 11 passes on an unprepared

surface having a CBR of 4.

9
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[ ~ L N

CI " CIG
DAFT

MAIN WHEEL

NOSE WHEEL

- -STAT 1 C
_____GROUND LINE

-•F

a. Main Gear - Single Wheel Static Load

GW x (F-M) Where:
= FGW = Aircraft Gross Weight

NM NM = Number of main wheels

on aircraft

b. Nose Gear - Single Wheel Dynamic Load

GW x (F-L) 10 x GW x J where
SWLN r Fx N 32.2 x Fx N GW = Aircraft Gross Weight

N N NN = Number of nose wheels

Figure 1. Single Wheel Loads

12
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4000r-

Boo c- - -

600

400~

300C

200-

60B

4

1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4

RATIO OF (CBR)

Figure 4. BR- Coverages

CBRI
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iD

PROCEDURE

B +80 +W

Main Assembly: P/C B

(0.75) (NM)(W
MM

D + 60 + WN

Nose Assembly' P/C D

(0.75) (N N) (WN

SYMBOLS

P/C Passes per coverage

NM Number of tires per main gear assy
NN Number of tires per nose gear

assembly
WM Width of main single tire

contact area WM = 0.874
WN Width of nose single tire

contact area WN 8 ,874 -/

AM Single tire contact area of main
tires I

A Single tire contact area of noseN tirev

Figure 5. Passes Per Coverage

16
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E•

0_

40 -- K, __40____

00 40 80 100 0 40 So !OO

X(INCHES) Y(NCHES)

(A) (8) (C)

PROCEDURE

S1. Determine dimension

X E - WM-B

y= E WM- WN B- D

2

2. Use figure (B) to deten~ine "H" and figure (C) to determine "K"

3. Compute:

80 P P
APM 0 PN + ( - H) PN + (80 -K) PM

AP 80 PM PN
N 80 PM + (80 - H) PN + (80 - K) PN

Where

PM allowable posses for the main gearM[
P N allowable passes for the nose gearN

4. The allowable number of aircraft passes (AP) is then equal to the smaller
value, APM or APN.

5. All dimensions are in inches.

Figure 6. Aircraft Passes

17
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